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Earth System Services



Closing the gap between science & society

Vogel et al. (2019) Climate Services
Adapted from IRI

Integrate



Success story: climate services for agriculture

Make European agriculture and food 
systems more resilient, sustainable 
and efficient in the face of climate 
change

• Proof-of-concept for climate services in 
the agriculture sector

• Co-design pilot services involving 
suppliers and users from 3 
Mediterranean food systems: 
grape/wine, olives/olive oil, durum 
wheat/pasta

• Identify key decisions that can benefit 
from climate-related information at 
different timescales



Success story: climate services for agriculture

Terrado et al. (under review). Adapted from 
Bojovic et al. (2021) Global Environ. Change

Co-production of a climate service for the wine sector



Integrate



Generate: needs from the wine sector

Adapted from Gishen et al. (2016)



Generate: needs from the wine sector

Infosheets Type of questions answered 
by each temporal scale?



Generate: needs from the wine sector

Seasonal prediction of temperature May 2016
Barriers for the uptake of climate predictions 

by decision-makers

Decision uncertainty Forecast uncertainty



Integrate



Translate

Terrado et al. (2022) BAMS



Translate: from data to economic value

The Weather Roulette

▼ Based on the approach of Hagedorn & Smith (2009)

▼ Communication and engagement tool that shows the potential 
benefits of climate predictions over climatology in the long term

https://weatherroulette.earth.bsc.es▼
▼ Addressed to the wind energy sector 

https://weatherroulette.earth.bsc.es/


Translate: from data to value
2 playing options

OPTION 1
CLIMATE PREDICTIONS

OPTION 2
CLIMATOLOGY

Calibrated ECMWF System 4 prediction system
Seasonal predictions of wind speed

Historical wind speed observations

Terrado et al. (2019) BAMS



Translate: from data to value
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CLIMATOLOGY



▼

Possibility to play the roulette 1 year

▼

Possibility to play the roulette for the whole period of 33 
years (1981-2013)

How to play?

Translate: from data to value



▼

Map of skill. The player can 
select a location according 
to the level of skillPlay 1 year

Translate: from data to value



Play 1 year

Translate: from data to value



Translate: from data to value
Play 1 year



▼ Helps users understand 
the uncertainty of 
probabilistic outcomes

▼ When playing for individual 
years, resulting return ratios 
can indistinctly be found 
above or below 1 (win or 
loose)

Play 1 year

Translate: from data to value



Skill (ISS) : 0.18

▼ Playing all years helps users understand that in 
areas with skill benefits are seen in the long term

▼ Translation of technical concepts into 
economic value (ROI): (Cn-Co)/Co

What happens when we play all years?

Translate: from data to value



Skill (ISS) : -0,02

▼ Helps users understand that no benefits are 
obtained in the long term in areas without skill

What happens when we play all years?

Translate: from data to value



Integrate



Integrate

Calvo et al. (2021) BAMS

Importance of visualisations to reduce users’ cognitive load and 
highlight salient information for decision-making



Integrate: MED-GOLD Dashboard

https://dashboard.med-gold.eu

Time 
scales▼

Type of 
information ▼

https://dashboard.med-gold.eu/


Integrate: MED-GOLD Dashboard

Type of information
Different levels of complexity



# Comment (# mentions)

1 When choosing options to visualise from the dropdown menus, a short caption explaining their meaning should pop-up as the cursor hovers over each

option (especially abbreviations and acronyms). The same should happen when hovering above tab names (historical, seasonal and long-term) or type of

data (7)

2 Navigation is overall easy and intuitive; map updating is quick enough (3)

3 The parameter panel needs to be better organised; it wastes too much space which would be better used to have more space for map viewing (2)

4 Having the dashboard in English slows down [the process] and makes interpretation sometimes difficult. It would be much better if it was in Portuguese (2)

5 Maps often take extremely long to load or do not load at all. There is a lot to be done in terms of susceptibility to user handling of the tool. It seems overly

sensitive to movements or clicks on the map while loading. When zooming in, sometimes data colours disappear altogether and will not reappear when

zooming out, especially in seasonal forecasts (3)

6 Export GeoJSON and, particularly NetCDF, do not know what they are and how to use them. They should be available for those requiring them, but in a less

prominent way than JPEG, PNG and other user-familiar formats (3)

7 Many features and possibilities of the tool remain undiscoverable because of insufficient on-screen guidance (e.g. the chart that opens if a spot is clicked in

the map). On-screen guidance must be everywhere (2)

8 The map data-box that pops when a map grid cell is clicked is sometimes hard to close, requiring many clicks. It won't disappear when visualisation

parameters are changed, creating wrong readings from the part of users (2)

9 If in long term projections anomaly is reported in %, the legend caption needs to be changed [to reflect that] (2)

10 The base map should not be displayed before all needed choices are made. After visualising a map, if choices are changed, the base map should redisplay

again only after loading the visual data. Maintaining the map when parameters are changed is misleading (2)

Integrate: MED-GOLD Dashboard

Test the service with users

Terrado et al. (under review)



Integrate: MED-GOLD Dashboard

Co-explore potential applications: long-term projections



Integrate: MED-GOLD Dashboard

Growing 
season 
temperature

▼

Average growing season 
temperature in the area 
is expected to be above 
20 degrees Celsius, 
outside the range of your 
grape variety

Co-explore potential applications: long-term projections



Integrate: MED-GOLD Dashboard

Co-explore potential applications: seasonal forecasts



Integrate: MED-GOLD Dashboard

Risk of pests and 
diseases?
Check the bioclimatic 
indicator Spring Rain 
(SprR)

How accurate is the 
prediction?
Turn on the ‘skill’ filter 
option to hide areas where 
the prediction is not reliable 
enough for decision making

Co-explore potential applications: seasonal forecasts



Integrate: MED-GOLD Dashboard
Seasonal forecasts



Integrate



Use: Decision-making

Spring rain and temperature: risk of fungal disease

Challenge Related user decisions 



Use: Decision-making

Business as usual strategy (BaU)

• Vineyard manager applies same strategy independently of climatic conditions
• January: purchasing department orders plant protection products and plans contracting labour

Underspending 
translates in yield losses▼

Waste of plant 
protection products. 
Validity of 12 months

▼

Vigo et al. (under review)



Use: Decision-making

Vigo et al. (under review)



Use: Decision-making

Scenario 

(Action;Observation)

Cost plant protection 

products (€/ha)

Cost canopy 

management (€/ha)

Revenue 

Yield (€/ha)

Payoff 

(€/ha)

AN;AN 410 520 2000 1070

AN;N 410 520 2000 1070

AN;BN 410 520 2000 1070

N;AN (=BaU) 315 495 1400 590

N;N (=BaU) 315 495 2000 1190

N;BN (=BaU) 315 495 2000 1190

BN;AN 220 495 1000 285

BN;N 535 495 2000 970

BN;BN 220 495 2000 1285

Climate prediction strategy

No yield losses
Losses due to inefficient 
purchase and contracting

▼

Yield losses
Protection products 
supply shock

▼

Higher savings and 
sustainability▼

Vigo et al. (under review)



Use: Decision-making

Vigo et al. (under review)

Seasonal climate service value



Conclusions

• Climate data is a key part of a climate service but it needs to be transformed into 
information that can support the decision-making of users

• Generate: apply a co-production framework to climate services, involving users through 
awareness raising, knowledge exchange and co-development

• Translate: explain research findings in a way that is easily understood by users and that 
allows them to connect with the meaning of the information provided

• Integrate: deliver and exchange information in a suitable and tailored way. Visualisations 
can be effective to reduce the users’ cognitive load and better highlight salient 
information for them

• Use: demonstrate the application of the climate service in the user’s decision making 
context to boost uptake



Thanks!

marta.terrado@bsc.es
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